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Embracing the evolution of experiential: The impact of AI in revolutionizing attendee journeys 
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How to drive employee retention through workplace experiences
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Engagement system
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Workplace Engagement
[image: ]Cultivate a workplace that surrounds your people experience
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Social Activation
[image: ]Amplify brand influence through social platform technologies
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Digital Asset Experiences
[image: ]Expand loyalty programs with compelling new digital rewards


Trending topics
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Experiential
[image: ]Transform meetings and events into compelling brand experiences
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Customer Loyalty
[image: ]Inspire affinity with unrivaled incentives, rewards and experiences
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Workplace Engagement
Supercharge your people experience

Redefine engagement and retention strategies with the ultimate employee experience platform.

Request a demo
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Workplace Engagement
Ready to engage your employees & ignite retention?

Supercharge your people experience with the ultimate employee engagement platform
[image: ]Peer-to-peer recognition with generative AI tools

[image: ]Gamified incentives, rewards and experiences

[image: ]Dynamic directory, groups and social newsfeed

[image: ]Actionable insights and engagement analytics
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By submitting this form, you agree to hear from Augeo. You can unsubscribe at any time. 
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Partners to the world’s top brands
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Delivered at a global scale
100+
Fortune Global 500 companies trust Augeo

185+
countries
served

20+
industries
served









Transforming people journeys
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Create your people experience
Foster meaningful connections in the workplace, throughout communities and globally with our proven technologies.


RecognitionGamificationRewardsEmployee advocacyConnection technologyAnalytics
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Recognition
Amplify gratitude with intelligent technology
Advance workplace culture through data-driven insights and appreciation with monetary and non-monetary employee recognition.
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Peer-to-peer recognition
Express appreciation for great work every day with shoutouts that align with your company values and ensure your team feels recognized.

Let our AI system inspire your recognitions, fueling an inclusive workplace.
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Newsfeed & interactivity
Increase the visibility of gratitude across your enterprise and drive engagement with a digital recognition wall that empowers employees to like, comment and share posts.
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Recognition rewards
Empower designated employees with the ability to boost recognitions through points-based monetary rewards designed to align with your budget.
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Moments & milestones
Celebrate the moments that matter most with automated recognition of birthdays, service anniversaries and other special life occasions.

Our technology seamlessly integrates with your HRIS system to automatically celebrate these events and more based on employee data.
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[image: ]Gamification
Create alignment with custom contests, quizzes & games
Inspire active participation and ignite ongoing engagement with gamified strategies that infuse excitement into every interaction.
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Games & quizzes
Encourage downtime with popular puzzles and challenges that award points while powering donations to charitable causes.
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Contests
Promote involvement through friendly competition with customized contests for special events and occasions year-round.
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Rewards
Inspire employees with relevant incentives

Our rewards marketplace offers something for everyone—curated through advanced segmentation and personalization.


Brands they’ll love. Experiences that inspire.

Brands they’ll love. Experiences that inspire.
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[image: ]Digital assets
Capitalize on the surging demand for blockchain-enabled experiences by enabling employees to redeem their loyalty currency for digital assets.

[image: ]Gift cards
Give your employees what they really want—everyday savings on physical and digital gift cards to their favorite local and national shops and restaurants.

[image: ]Social good
Enable your people to make donations to the charitable causes of their choice through seamless loyalty currency redemptions powered by integrated microgiving partnerships.

[image: ]Merchandise
Guarantee your employees the lowest online prices for an impressive selection of brand-name merchandise—including home, tech, jewelry, wellness and fragrances.

[image: ]Experiential rewards
Create lasting memories that spark affinity by offering unforgettable experiences—including sporting events, live concerts and lifestyle activities.

[image: ]Travel
Differentiate your brand with incredible travel deals across the world’s most popular destinations—including major savings on flights, hotels, resorts and rental cars.
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Create lasting memories that spark affinity by offering unforgettable experiences—including sporting events, live concerts and lifestyle activities.
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Differentiate your brand with incredible travel deals across the world’s most popular destinations—including major savings on flights, hotels, resorts and rental cars.
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Employee advocacy
Make a global difference
Bridge company and employee values by connecting employee recognitions, activities and games to social impact initiatives. Augeo offers a library of integrated micro-giving actions to choose from—with personalized dashboards to showcase collective impact.

Connection technology
Leverage AI to build your community & opportunity network
Enable your people to solve problems faster, seize opportunities and drive growth for your business.
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Networking groups
Provide dedicated digital spaces, employee resource groups and business resource groups in which people can connect based on shared skills, career goals, cultural affinities and interests.
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Dynamic profiles
Enable employees to find and connect with the right people at the right time throughout your enterprise with intelligent searches based on projects, roles, clients and experience.
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Social architecture
Spark companywide communication and engagement in a brand-safe way with interactive newsfeeds and posting abilities inspired by popular social media platforms.
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Opportunity hub
Match the supply of talented employees to the demand of short gigs, key projects, big roles, sales support, learning, mentoring and volunteering.
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[image: ]Analytics & data insights
Identify growth & retention opportunities with expert systems

Benchmarking
Gauge active participation, pinpoint key accomplishments and forecast trends in employee engagement, productivity, wellbeing and retention.

Activity tracking
Gain visibility into the usage and productivity patterns of your employees to ensure resources are maximized efficiently across your organization.

Machine learning
Harness the power of artificial intelligence to align and advance your enterprise from within, guided by valuable data insights via user-friendly dashboards.

Career mapping
Improve retention by providing a clear path forward through advanced career development pathways in support of a holistic workplace experience.
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[image: ]We play well with others
API & HR data integrations
Our robust and custom APIs allow your organization to connect to our platform through leading tools that your team utilizes every day. We enable our clients to use their existing software, integrations and technologies to instantly and securely access our platform through multiple authentication options.
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Synergistic solutions
Elevate your strategy

Diversify your portfolio of tools to deliver experiences across industries and verticals.
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Sales Incentives
Drive peak performance and motivate extra effort through platform-based incentives, promotions and rewards.

[image: ] Learn more 
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Channel Loyalty
Enrich partner relationships and strengthen brand affinity through an integrated ecosystem of valuable solutions and services.

[image: ] Learn more 
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Social Activation
Ignite brand advocacy and create more targeted and personalized brand experiences across the leading social platforms.
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Digital Asset Experiences
Expand and enhance loyalty programs with a compelling new class of digital rewards and shareable experiences.
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Fuel your imagination. Spark innovation.

Fuel your imagination. Spark innovation.
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Blog post

Fostering workplace connection & employee engagement through authenticity
Explore 4 strategies to help you foster workplace connection and employee engagement through authenticity.

[image: ] Read more  
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Blog post

From enthusiasts to ambassadors: Empowering employees through brand advocacy
How can organizations amplify their influence through authentic brand experiences at scale? The Augeo team was thrilled to bring this powerful topic to a global audience of HR leaders and dynamic change agents at CultureCon, where the future of workplace engagement is revolutionized.
[image: ] Read more  
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Blog post

Elevating employee experiences through customer loyalty strategies
The boundaries between consumer and employee experiences have blurred. As sophisticated consumers, today's employees access personalized recommendations and exclusive rewards every day. In the workplace, they now expect similar experiences from their employers. The solution? Customer loyalty tactics and technologies.
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Explore more
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Ready to elevate engagement with the ultimate people experience?
See how our solutions make an impact
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[image: ]Get updates on Augeo:
Get updates on Augeo:
Thanks for subscribing!
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[image: ]Structural is now part of Augeo
Log in to Structural
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Request a demo
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Help & support
Get support through the Help Center
Or, call 651.917.9143 or email support
Legal
Structural Terms of Service
Structural Privacy Policy

Structural VPAT accessibility

Structural security
Structural GDPR notice










































